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Section 1: Your school, the need, strengths  
 
1. Please provide us with a description of your school, the students, community 
and staff. You are welcome and invited to present this in as creative a modality as 
possible.  

 
Ramsey Middle School 7th and 8th Grade AVID Students and Staff 

 



Ramsey Middle School is located in Area F and is part of the International Baccalaureate 
Middle Years Programme with a student body reflective of Saint Paul.  Our elementary 
feeder schools are primarily  Benjamin E. Mays, Expo, Groveland, Highland, Jackson, 
LNFI, Obama, Randolph Heights, and Maxfield, with limited numbers of students from 
other St. Paul Public Elementary Schools.  Our Demographics are: 

○ Hispanic/Latino 8.5% 
○ American Indian/Alaskan Native 1.5% 
○ Asian 15% 
○ Black/African American 43% 
○ White 27% 
○ Two or More Races 5% 

 
The staff at Ramsey MS are committed to our urban learners and the unique needs that 
this age group of students have.  
 
Here is a video with our coordinator, Elisabeth Fontana, speaking about our strong staff. 
Link here.  
 
Ramsey Middle School’s focus as an International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program 
(IB-MYP) guides our integration of all district initiatives.  The program allows teachers to 
develop academically rigorous units of inquiry using district curriculum and state 
standards that help students use their local experiences to understand global  contexts 
and issues that are relevant to them.  Students are encouraged to consider multiple 
perspectives during coursework and social interactions.  Across the three programs 
(Primary Years Programme, Middle Years Programme and the Diploma Programme), 
the International Baccalaureate also provides the Learner Profile, a set of ten attributes 
that aims to develop our students into productive and responsible global citizens.  
 
Here is a video given from our coordinator giving an overview of MYP. Link here.  
 
Ramsey is also the Middle School pathway for the K-12 French Immersion Program from 
L'Etoile du Nord to Central High School.  Students are able to maintain a strong use of 
the French language through immersion in their social studies core class and an elective 
French literacy class.  These students come to Ramsey from all over St. Paul, increasing 
the number of perspectives available to all our students across the school day. 
 
Here is a video from some of our scholars in the French Immersion program. Link here.  
 
In the four years under the current administration, school climate has improved with a 
focus on PBIS implementation, increasing student leadership opportunities and voice, 
and by increasing parent and community involvement through our PTO and SCIT. 
Ramsey has also increased the number of mentor groups supporting students along with 
community and district support with trauma and mental health issues.  Academic rigor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5BJB-0wSck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUUJQR5M90A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GaWaDB5hkJc


through MYP has improved as teachers continue to strengthen classroom behavior 
management strategies, which increases instructional time. 
These will all be addressed in more detail later in the application. 
 
Here is an invitation to Ramsey from one of our educators. Link here.  
 
2. Describe needs and strengths through:  
 
a. Data (Including ODR, ISS/OSS, attendance rates, MSS or 5E data on students 
experiences with school and safety etc., disaggregated, whenever possible)  
 

 
Inserted above is Ramsey’s 2016 5Essentials Overview.  Data pertinent to supporting 
Restorative Practices implementation at Ramsey is specific to the SUPPORTIVE 
ENVIRONMENT: 

 
In Schools With A Supportive Environment, The School Is Safe, Demanding, And Supportive. In 
Such Schools:  

● Students Feel Safe In And Around The School,  
● They Find Teachers trust-worthy And  
● Responsive To Their Academic Needs,  
● All Students Value Hard Work, And Teachers Push All Students Toward High

Academic Performance.  
Ramsey Junior High’s EScore of 54 represents ts Aggregate Performance Across Five Key 
Indicators Of Supportive Environment:  

● Peer Support For Academic Work (79 - Strong)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ffGFfKiQuo


● Academic Personalism (34 - Weak)  
● Safety (49 - Neutral)  
● Student-Teacher Trust (52 - Neutral)  

 
Ramsey wants to continue to increase the supportive environment for our students 
through implementing restorative practices.  Many of our students come from 
environments outside the school day that are less than supportive, due to 
homelessness, poverty and or family struggles.  Continuing to strengthen this area for 
our students is imperative as for many of them school is the one safe, constant in their 
lives.  Regarding the very weak area: COLLABORATIVE TEACHERS in the 5Essentials, 
Ramsey has had significant teacher turnover the past three years and have reached a 
critical mass of staff committed to IB-MYP, AVID, PBIS and now Restorative Practices. 
 
Suspension Data:  
Suspension over the past few years have decreased. High expectations, relationship 
building, conflict resolutions, tier 1 and tier 2 interventions have all contributed to 
progressive decline in our suspensions. We believe, and the data would reflect that 
suspensions do not change behavior in isolation. Introducing restorative practices and 
restorative circles will allow for more students to voice their concerns in these difficult 
decision making times. Also restorative practices provides another alternative to 
suspensions and therefore keeps the student, especially our students of color who 
experience the highest numbers of suspensions, in the learning environment. Below is 
the suspension data for the last 3 years.  



 
 



 



ODR: 
The rate of ODR’s has significantly decreased through the 4 years of the new 
administrative leadership at Ramsey. As systems and structures have been 
implemented and the valuing the importance of the building relationships with all 
students but especially the students of color, who historically have the highest ODR 
numbers, we need to continue to lower numbers of ODR’s. Adding restorative practices 
school wide would drive ODR’s to an even lower daily number.  
 

 
 
Over the past four year students of color have received more ODR’s then their white 
classmates. The fact of the matter is students of color are much more likely to get sent 
out of class and therefore not receive the information necessary to succeed in class. The 
graph below shows the extremely high propensity of students being sent out of class. A 
full implementation of restorative practice, we believe would help eliminate this disparity.  
 

 
 



 
Attendance: 
 
We understand, as educators, the importance of students being in class, on time, and 
the effects on students when they are not in class. We have tried to build a culture where 
students love to come to school, do to the love for classmate, staff and learn. The data 
over the pass 4 year highlight a change is culture and a change in more students 
wanting to be in school. We believe that we will continue along this path and that 
restorative practices will only move this work forward.  
 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 
b. Anecdotes or stories that exemplify the needs you hope to address and/or strengths 
you plan to build on through whole school implementation of restorative practices. 
 
Recently a Ramsey staff member shared the following with administration: 
 

Being a Trauma-Informed School we are now in a position to move forward with 

strengthening our approach to wholistic and supported learning. Restorative Practices 

builds community and relationships, helps reduce the impact of trauma by empowering 

those engaged in problem-solving, and creates discipline practices that are 

compassionate and effective for students with high ACE scores. Knowing that Ramsey, 

being a diverse urban school, has a large number of students with trauma histories, the 

benefits would be huge to student success and staff satisfaction.  
What I liked about what I heard from the RP team is that they recognize that all 

buildings are in different places and have different needs- they were actually very "gentle" in 

their approach, giving time for professionals to consider the possibilities with RPs.  My two PLC 

sessions were introductory and I would like the opportunity to take it deeper.  It also fits nicely 

with our Mindfulness Training as I think it acknowledges the need to sometimes stop, process 

events, check in, share and reflect-- because school is such a busy place teachers don't always 

think they can take the time to impart the same to students, but I think RP puts that in place! 

Kris Knetsch - School Social Worker 

 
The current Ramsey administrative team came to Ramsey four years ago with the belief 
that positive student and teacher relationships are critical to a positive school climate 
and academic achievement.  Students who feel heard, understood, validated and 
supported will trust teachers and work harder to meet both academic and behavioral 
expectations.  Teachers knowing their students interests, dreams and goals can provide 
more culturally relevant learning activities. 

● Year 1: staff were instructed to take the first two weeks to get to know their 
students while they established routines and rituals; have fun with your students! 
It was noticed by day 2 that most staff had jumped right into the curriculum and 
teaching content. 

●  Year 2: again staff were instructed to take the first two weeks to get to know their 
students while they established routines and rituals.  However, a link to various 
website with community building activities was shared with staff as a resource. 
This year it seemed the community building lasted through the first four days in 
most classes. 

● Year 3: again staff were instructed to take the first two weeks to get to know their 
students while they established routines and rituals.  But not only were ideas and 
links shared, but administration modeled the process with staff during teacher 



workshop week.  More staff were observed building community across the first 
two weeks of school.  

● Year 4:  The first full week of school was scheduled for teachers and staff leaving 
the second week for community building around classroom rituals and routines. 
Students were heard asking teachers at the end of the second week, “When do 
we get to start learning?” 

This is shared because teachers are taught how to teach and not necessarily how to 
build relationships and community with their students.  Teachers are experts on content, 
standards and assessing learning.  Ramsey staff needed tools and strategies to use to 
get to know their students while building a positive classroom community.  Community 
circles is a perfect strategy that can be used in all classrooms, by all teachers and staff 
and yet be different based on the questions and topics shared. 
  
Ramsey’s approach to dealing with students who are disruptive and/or causing harm to 
the learning community was to remove them from class and eventually suspend them 
from school.  (Ramsey had 556 suspensions in 2015-2016.)  Students suspended often 
came back and continued with the same disruptive, harmful behaviors.   Restorative 
circles create the opportunity for all voices to be heard, conflict to be resolved, and time 
to collaborate on agreements for next steps for the learning community. This provides 
the student who caused harm to see the impact of their actions and an opportunity to 
make things right (while not losing valuable time in the learning community). 
 
3. What changes in school climate would most positively impact your school community? 
Please include narrative or example from the lens of educator, parent and families, 
leadership and student voice.   
 
Ramsey needs to work on improving school climate at the student level (i.e., our 
student’s perspective and experiences), especially if we hope to begin to change 
negative community perceptions. To illustrate why, read further on the the student 
survey results: 
Student leaders (WEB, NJHS, Student Council) were given an overview of Restorative 
Practices and then given an opportunity to answer a survey.  Here are some of the 
comments to the open-ended questions provided by our student leaders: 
 For you, what do you believe student leadership’s role would be in supporting 
restorative practices in its first year at Ramsey? 

● Learning to overcome that fact that it is not a joke and could actually help us. 
● Making sure the school is an open and safe space for all students. 
● Help make sure it an open and safe place. 
● Being active members of the circle and being supportive of other students.  
● Promoting the idea and being a leader. 
● Students would have to actually go along with it. 
● It would be important for student leadership to teach the younger grades how 

restorative practices help and why they should participate. 



● I think it is important for students to solve problems on their own and that the 
teachers shouldn’t get in their business because middle school students are old 
enough to handle their problems. 

What additional information would you like about Restorative Practices? 
● If it actually works or if the kids (in the video) are just acting? 
● How will it affect our learning? 
● I feel like all people are different and that may not work for them because its a 

large change. 
● How effective is it really? 

Additional Comments: 
● We need a specialist to help us. 
● I don’t think it would truly work at our school, I feel it’d be treated more as a joke. 
● I personally would never share anything in a group circle at Ramsey. Nothing 

important at least.  That sounds like a great way to get your secrets leaked, and 
rumors spread around the school. 

● I feel like Ramsey wouldn’t be the school that will be willing to do this type of 
thing, but it’s worth a try. 

 
Ramsey Middle School has been working the past three years to improve not only its 
school climate and but its reputation in the community.  Even today as Ramsey 
administrators visit with 5th grade students in their classes and with their parents, we are 
always asked about the safety of students at Ramsey, fights, and the disruption in 
classrooms preventing students from learning. The unsafe behaviors, the fights and the 
disruption in our classrooms stems from students’ inability to communicate and problem 
solve in a productive manner.  Using mean, loud, hurtful words and physical responses 
are learned behaviors brought into our community by many of our students.  What is 
clear in the student survey responses is the need to make sure it is an open and safe 
place and yet there is fear it wouldn’t be taken seriously.  Helping students see more 
productive and positive means of resolving conflict with each other and in their 
community requires a more comprehensive approach, across their school day. 
Restorative Practices, using community, academic and restorative circles, can be that 
comprehensive strategy used by Ramsey staff to help students learn to listen to each 
other, learn from each other, and lift each other up.  
 
Section 2: Capacity and Understanding of Restorative Practices  
 
4. Describe the capacity of the school site for a new school-wide initiative, 
including leadership, engagement of staff, students, parents and family, 
community and experiences with implementation, including:  
 
a. Existing knowledge about and experience with implementation/adoption of new 
initiatives. 
 



Under the current administration, Ramsey has spent a considerable amount of time on 
IB-MYP and PBIS and recently AVID.  

● As an IB-MYP school (authorized 2009), Ramsey has embraced the IB 
framework and is working toward a unit of inquiry per course, per quarter.  Staff 
turnover has been an obstacle in maintaining IB trained and experienced staff. 
Recent growth has been made through the committed assistance of our .5 FTE 
MYP coordinator.  She has been instrumental in coordinating professional 
development trainings for staff, supporting curriculum writing, and working with 
department and grade level teams to ensure units support district curriculum and 
state standards.  

● Ramsey has embraced PBIS implementation.  We have had consistent staff on 
the PBIS leadership team and participation in MDE cohort #11.  The ongoing 
support and implementation of PBIS has had a positive impact on school climate 
and we continue to monitor, refine and reteach staff on the importance of the 
positive school-wide behavior expectations and incentives. 

● While Ramsey was once an AVID demonstration school, we have revitalized 
AVID with new teacher leadership and and an AVID leadership team.  We have 
two sections of 7th grade AVID classes. 

 
Here is a wonderful video about AVID at Ramsey. Link here. 
 
Ramsey staff has risen to each occasion with passion and investment in work that 
benefits students at Ramsey.  
 
b. Existing teams, or lack thereof, that could take up RP implementation (e.g., PBIS, 
SCIT) and their accomplishments  
 
Much of the Ramsey staff leadership was instrumental in the PBIS initiative and has 
since merged with the Ramsey Leadership team to become the Ramsey Executive 
Team. This combined team has representatives from across content and grade levels. 
The Ramsey Executive Team, listed above, is large and could have smaller sub- 
committees to support Restorative Practices, AVID and PBIS.  
 
c. Track records of engaging community, parents, family and other stakeholders in 
school climate improvements.  
 
Ramsey has worked hard with our parent groups, PTO and SCIT, over the past four 
years.  Our PTO has maintained a consistent group of parents invested in supporting 
parent and student activities.  Our SCIT parent participation has dropped off as the 
school climate has improved.  We continue to have SCIT meetings and are working to 
incorporate Marnita’s Table events once or twice a year to engage the school community 
voice around school topics relevant to our members.  The PTO has established a 
volunteer program that engaged more than forty parents and community members in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eevY9WSSbYA


classrooms supporting students, and in our cafeteria and library.  The Ramsey volunteer 
program provides a two hour training that introduces volunteers to the academic needs 
and the structure of a middle school, as well as an hour focused on racial equity.  They 
offer monthly meetings where volunteers can come together and learn from each other 
and discuss relevant topics.  These additional adults in classroom spaces have provided 
additional support for our students and has helped our broader community understand 
the needs of our middle school students. 
 
Community relationships and partnerships have grown at Ramsey in the past four years. 
We have been excited to work with University of Minnesota on two partnerships: 
Partnering for Healthy Student Outcomes and Project Trust.  The Partnering for Healthy 
Student Outcomes has followed the sixth grade cohort of students through 8th grade, 
providing professional development around student engagement specifically focused on 
Social Emotional Learning with the grade level teachers, observing classes and 
providing teachers feedback, and surveying students around their classroom and 
learning experiences.  Project Trust is another research partnership with student and 
parent action research that is also being tracked by student surveys.  The goal is to use 
student and parent research results to positively impact school climate and student 
engagement and resiliency.  Thad Wilderson and Associates also partners with Ramsey 
MS providing mental health support for our students.  This partnership requires parent 
involvement to participate but provides students with mental health concerns support 
during the school day.  
 
Additional community partnerships benefit students at Ramsey through mentoring.  The 
following community organizations provide small group mentoring:  Boys of Hope, 
Brother to Brother, Girls in Action, JKM Movement for boys, JKM Movement for Girls, 
Journeymen and New Lens.  These groups focus on empowerment and mentorship of 
groups of similar ethnic, gender and behavioral/academic needs.  The JK Movement 
goals are to foster a commitment to young people that will promote prosocial friendships, 
strong interpersonal skills, and reassert a sense of hope for the future. 
 
Ramsey Middle School is fortunate to be located adjacent to Macalester College.  We 
consistently have had student volunteers in our classrooms.  As we explore Restorative 
Practices as a staff we would look to invite the Macalester College student volunteers to 
participate in our community and academic circles. 
 
Ramsey staff and students benefit from having a trauma informed social worker on staff. 
While the position is a .5FTE, the schedule and participation of the trauma informed 
social worker has been flexible and adjusted based on building need.  Our work around 
understanding trauma and the ACES has led to more reflective conversations regarding 
student needs and interventions when they are struggling both academically and socially 
emotionally.  
 



Student leadership opportunities that exist at Ramsey include: Student Council (grades 
6-8), AVID - Advancement Via Individual Determination (grades 7-8), NJHS - National 
Junior Honor Society (grade 8), WEB - Where Everyone Belongs (grade 8), Genius 
Squad (grades 6-8), GSA - Gay Straight Alliance (grades 6-8), Dare2BeReal (grade 8, 
hoping to grow to grades 6-8) and the Ramsey Show (grades 6-8.)  These opportunities 
happen during the day or as part of our FLIPSIDE activities and provide students with 
forums to discuss relevant issues, provide input to school staff and administration, and 
build community through service and action.  As Ramsey explored restorative practices, 
these groups were also presented with an overview of restorative practices and invited to 
share their thoughts on Ramsey applying through a survey. 
 

 
WEB students welcome new 6th grade students to Ramsey 

 
Ramsey’s Student Council provides a voice for the student body. 



 
d. The approval process you used in deciding to pursue this funding. Please include 
what survey or other process and invitation for adult, student voice and other 
perspectives were engaged.  
 
Ramsey used the following: 

Method Outcome 

Ramsey Executive Team 
Discussion/Training/School 
Visits 

Executive Team agreed unanimously to pursue Restorative 
Practices Application 

Ramsey Staff Meeting and 
staff survey 
 

While introductory in nature, 23 staff responded to the survey 
and 22/23 support restorative practices.  Feedback shared by 
staff requested opportunities for Professional Development 
for all staff. 

Student Groups Presentation 
and Survey 

58 students took the survey and 83% believe we should apply 
and use restorative practices.  However, comments shared 
some beliefs that some of our students won’t take it seriously. 

 
5. What is the current knowledge and opinion about RP in the school, among staff, 
admin, students, family and community? How do you know what they know or 
feel? Describe any introductory professional development in restorative practices your 
building has engaged in, strategic steps you have already taken to create a restorative 
culture (including among adults) or existing pockets of restorative programming and how 
they have been received. For example, if your school has previously applied to become 
an RP site, what has been implemented, what has been learned and how is this 
application a reflection of those shifts?  
 

Date Staff Attending Training/ Professional 
Development 

Outcome 

Fall 2015 Courtney Brown 
Melissa 
Kalinowski 

The Restorative 
Practices training was 
through Equity 
Alliance, organized by 
Mary Bussman. 
https://www.equityallian
cemn.org/ 

Capacity of attendees to share 
with staff and model learning 
was minimal due to larger 
building needs. 

August 2017 Robert Sahli 
Anne Sawyer 

SPFT 3 Day Training ● Staff Overview of 
Restorative Practices 

https://www.equityalliancemn.org/
https://www.equityalliancemn.org/


Sean Bailey 
Rebecca Stedje 
 

provided at the 
November 17 PD day 
by attendees  

● Academic Circles 
implemented in 6th 
Grade co-taught ELA 
classes. 

● 6th Grade team 
meetings held in circle 

2017-2018 
School Year 

Patrick 
Cunningham 

SPFT - 9 Trainings 
Cohort 

During the 2017-18 school, 

the Saint Paul Federation of 

Teachers will support 

educators in a year long 

cohort in restorative 

practices professional 

development.  Meeting once 

monthly for full days of 

learning at the East Side 

Freedom Library (Saturday 

convenings) and two days 

in June, educators will 

emerge with rich skills, 

heart and capacity to lead 

restorative practice learning 

for and with the St. Paul 

Federation of Teachers in 

the community, classrooms 

and school-wide work. 

2017-2018 
School Year 

Social Work 
PLCs 

Rebecca McCammon 5-6 hours during PLCs 

Fall 2017 Jordan Depeder 
Sean Bailey 
Anne Sawyer 
Teresa Vibar 
Barbie Woodruff 
Ayoub Nigatu 
Rebecca Stedje 
Christopher Lutz 

SPFT One Day Trainings Created awareness for many 
of the Ramsey Executive 
Team (Leadership Team) 
while providing a refresher for 
those with more training. 

January 17 Ramsey Staff Ramsey Staff Meeting  Covered with staff: 
● 7 Tenants/7 Core 

Assumptions Jigsaw 
● How Restorative am I 
● Overview of 

Application process 



Anonymous survey - 
exit ticket 

 Teresa Vibar 
Anne Sawyer 
Ayoub Nigatu 
Anna Schutz 

Murray School Tour Observation of Community 
Circles in Foundation Classes 
and Meeting with Principal and 
Coach 

 Marcus Freeman 
Chester Logan 
Elisabeth 
Fontana 
Jordan DePeder 
Sean Bailey 
Rebecca Stedje 
Byron Carter 
Ayoub Nigatu 
Anne Sawyer 

Farnsworth School Tour Observation of: 
● Circle with students in 

foundations 
● Circle with Ramsey 

staff and RP directors 
● Talked to students in 

different classes 
about how restorative 
practices are working 
in the school 

● Talked to staff around 
the building about 
how restorative 
practices are working 
in the school 

 
Section 3: Strategy and planned activities  
 
6. Describe your overall strategy to ensure that implementing restorative practices 
will positively impact your school’s overall climate through the following prompts:  
 
a. What is the primary purpose of implementing restorative practices at your school?  
 
Students: Ramsey MS has been working the past four years to create opportunities for 
all students to have voice across the school day, in their learning and ways that allow 
them to positively impact school activities while developing leadership skills.  Restorative 
Practices through community circles, academic circles and restorative circles will 
increase the opportunities for all student voices to be heard.  
Staff: Ramsey MS believes the restorative process will enable staff to learn a more 
proactive, positive way to enlist student voice; give a meaningful way for staff to build 
positive relationships with students; intervene and resolve conflicts moving away from a 
punitive approach; and compliment the IB-MYP.  

● The academic circles practiced in our 6th grade ELA classes have provided 
students with opportunities to learn from each other while giving voice to all 



students.  Many of the tables have been removed from the classroom to create 
space for this to happen on a daily basis and students are more accountable to 
their peers in their academic learning. 

● Using the circle process for community building provides a strategy that can be 
used across Ramsey that is meaningful and consistent way for staff to build 
positive relationships with students. 

● As a middle school with students ages 11-13, we understand it is a critical time for 
social emotional learning and restorative practices will allow for students’ social 
emotional growth while learning from mistakes in a positive and supportive way.  

● Fits well with the IB-MYP. 
○ Mission statement:  “The International Baccalaureate aims to develop 

inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a 
better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and 
respect. [...] These programmes encourage students across the world to 
become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that 
other people, with their differences, can also be right.” 
Restorative practices help our school community become more peaceful 
by encouraging greater understanding and respect, which will help 
students transfer these skills to their local and global communities. 
By using circles, we can help reinforce the idea that people can have 
different opinions and it does not mean that one person is right and one 
person is wrong.  

○ Learner profile: the IB learner profile represents the mission statement in 
action.  It helps students learn to respect themselves, others, and the 
world around them.  The IB learner profile attributes aim to develop 
learners who are: inquirers, knowledgeable, thinkers, communicators, 
principled, open-minded, caring, risk-takers, balanced, and reflective.   
By engaging in restorative practice work at our school, we would be 
helping students develop into better communicators and risk-takers as 
they share their ideas in circle.  Students also need to be open-minded 
and reflective as they listen to others in the circle.  

○ Social-emotional learning: IB promotes the development of schools that 
“create educational opportunities that encourage healthy relationships, 
individual and shared responsibility and effective teamwork and 
collaboration. [...] IB programmes are always best developed in 
supportive schools that share an ethos of connectedness, focus and 
purpose; the recognition and acceptance of human emotion and 
vulnerability; warm teacher–student and student–student relationships; 
and the celebration of difference.” 
Restorative practices will help us delve into the social-emotional learning 
focus of the IB.  By helping us develop stronger relationships, we will be 
better able to support our students and help them become better at finding 
balance in their social-emotional needs. 



 
b. What resources and experiences guided your school’s design of an implementation 
plan? What about your school supports a unique and innovative approach to restorative 
practices implementation?  
 
All but two of our Executive Team members have had Restorative Training, participated 
in the SPFT one day trainings this winter and/or visited Murray Middle School or 
Farnsworth Upper School.  We are committed to continuing to deepen our understanding 
and implementation of Restorative Practices as we feel this additional practice, when 
added to what Ramsey already has in place, will only accelerate positive growth in our 
social and emotional community as well as create more space for academic rigor and 
learning.  
 
c. Who will lead implementation? What leadership model will be used and why?  
 
Ramsey’s Executive Team is our leadership team and building decisions are made with 
this shared leadership.  Representation across grade levels, content and bargaining 
group is critical to creating the momentum needed to implement Restorative Practices. 
Missing currently from our Executive Team is representation from our paraprofessionals 
and identifying someone for the 2018-2019 school year will happen.  The RP Coach 
would also be a member of the team, modeling community building in circles for our 
Executive Team, in PLCs and MYP meetings.  As an administrator I believe in coaching 
and modeling expectations, being supportive of growth and setting staff up for success. 
We believe that our implementation plan will provide professional development and 
support as staff lean into restorative practices. 
 
7. What specific action steps or activities will you and your school take?  
 
a. Provide a summary of what activities will happen throughout the three years of the 
pilot, so that, by the end of three years, you will have a sustainable and effective 
restorative practice program throughout the school.  
 

● Hire a full time Restorative Practices Coach  
○ Oversee/provide building professional development 
○ Provide circle training for staff and students 
○ Plan monthly meetings 
○ Support PLCs with integration of Community Building and Academic 

Circles 
○ Work with Ramsey Support Staff and Restorative Circles 
○ Participate in Restorative Circles 

● Hire a cultural liaison to support RP Coach (reflective of our student population) 
○ Participate in Foundations Circles  
○ Participate in Restorative Circles 



○ Support Academic Circles 
○ Train/support student leaders in becoming circle keepers 

● Staff Professional Development prior to year 1 - Ramsey has invested training of 
staff and provided opportunities to learn more about RP to all staff interested.  

● Dedicate one of the monthly meetings to Restorative Practice Training and 
Professional Development 

● Physical Space adjustments for RP at Ramsey:  Our common classroom, room 
1101 would have excess tables removed with minimal tables along the classroom 
walls.  This classroom space could be used by classes whose space is more 
confined as well as a space to hold repair circles.  Classroom Teachers will be 
encourage to look at how spaces can accommodate circles by reducing furniture 
in their spaces. 

 
3 Year Plan 

Restorative 
Practice 
Timeline/aligned 
with PBIS 

Year 1  
2018-2019 

Year 2 
2019-2020 

Year 3 
2020-2021 

Community building 
circles (Tier 1) 

All grades 
specifically 1-2 RP 
community building 
circles in 
Foundations per 
week 

All grades All grades 

Problem-Solving &  
Repair the Harm 
RP circles (Tier 2)  

By 
student/staff/family 
request with 
support from RP 
coach, counselors, 
social workers, and 
Intervention 
Specialists 

All grades All grades 

Academic Circles 
(Tier 1)  

All 6th grade 
classes 

All 7th grade 
classes  

All grades including 
8th grade classes 

Social - Emotional 
learning circles / 
Circles for intensive 
support 
(Tier 2) 

By 
student/staff/family 
request with 
support from RP 
coach, counselors, 
social workers, and 
Intervention 
Specialists 

Accessible to all 
grades - students in 
need of this support 
identified by self, 
staff, or family 

Accessible to all 
grades 



Engaging families 
and community RP 
circles (Tier 1) 

6th grade families 7th grade families All grades 

Student lead - 
Youth to Youth 
circles 
(Tier 1) 

Student leadership 
groups (WEB, 
NJHS, 
Dare2BeReal) 
trained to support 
6th graders in 
community building 
circles 

Student leadership 
groups (WEB, 
NJHS, 
Dare2BeReal) 
trained to support 
6th - 7th graders in 
community building 
circles and Tier 2 
circles such as 
Repair the Harm, 
Social Emotional 
Learning, and 
Problem Solving 
Circles 

All grades 

 
3 Year Summary 

Year 1 
2018-2019 

RP circles and practices participation from 6th grade 
students/staff/families including community building and academic 
RP circles in all content areas, and repair the harm circles for tier II 
needs.  
All grades would be expected to participate in 1-2  community 
building RP circles in Foundations per week.  

Year 2 RP circles and practices participation from 7th grade (in addition to 
6th grade) students/staff/families including community building and 
academic RP circles in all content areas, and repair the harm circles 
for tier II needs.  
All grades continued expectation to participate in 1-2  community 
building RP circles in Foundations per week.  

Year 3 RP circles and practices participation from 8th grade (Now all 
grades) students/staff/families including community building and 
academic RP circles in all content areas, and repair the harm circles 
for tier II needs.  
All grades continued expectation to participate in 1-2  community 
building RP circles in Foundations per week. Use community and 
restore circles with the Grand/Summit Community members to 
increase positive perspectives of Middle School Students, allowing 
RMS students to learn about the Grand/Summit businesses while 
building positive relationships with our neighbors. 

 



b. Provide a detailed scope of work for Year 1, including summer months and PD days, 
detailing how you will embed professional development and build staff capacity. What 
plan for PLCs and ongoing coaching do you have? What is your communications plan? 
Will you do a policy review or other building level work? How will you engage an Election 
to Work Agreement to support all educators in professional development and 
implementation engagement?  
 
As Ramsey is committed to moving forward with Restorative Practices as a school wide 
strategy for community building, academic learning and restoring harm, we will utilize 
resources available at MDE, our connections with UM partnerships and SPFT 
trainers/connections.  

Date: PD-Focus: Provided by: Participants 

June 13-14 Two Day Introduction to 
Restorative Practices for EAs 

SPFT Al Martinez 
Courtney Brown 
Chester Logan 
Mike Walker 

June 18-22 Restorative Practice Week of 
Professional Development 

MDE Building Coach  
 

June 26-28th Continued Learning and 
Experience in Restorative 
Practices and Exploring 
Restorative Agreements.  

 Anne Sawyer 
Rebecca Stedje 
Robert Sahli 
Sean Bailey 

August 15-17 SPFT Saint Paul Public Schools 
Restorative Practice Institute 

SPFT Interested Staff 

August 22  Ramsey Restorative Practice 
training - ½ with trainer, ½ day by 
teams 

Cynthia Zwicky 
zwicky@umn.edu 

or 
Riestenberg, 
Nancy (MDE) 
nancy.riestenberg
@state.mn.us 

All Staff 

August 23 Support Staff Restorative Circle 
Training specific to repairing harm 

Cynthia Zwicky 
zwicky@umn.edu 

or 
Riestenberg, 
Nancy (MDE) 
nancy.riestenberg
@state.mn.us 

RP Coach 
2- Counselors 
3- Social Workers 
3 - intervention 
staff 
3 Administrators 
MYP Coordinator 

August 27 ½ inhouse RP Training 
RP at Ramsey Overview with 

Building RP Coach All Staff 



Specifics 

September 
Wed Mtg 

RP staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

October 
 Wed. mtg 

RP  staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

November 16 
Professional 
Development 
Day 

½ day training Building RP Coach Staff 

January  
Wed. mtg 

RP staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

February 
Wed. mtg 

RP staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

March 1 
Professional 
Development 
day 

½ day - MYP and RP ??? Building RP Coach Staff 

March 
Wed. mtg 

RP staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

April 
Wed. mtg 

RP staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

May 
Wed. mtg 

RP staff meeting Building RP Coach Staff 

 
Currently Ramsey core teachers have embedded PLC time two days a week for 45 
minutes.  The RP coach would be able to participate in these twice weekly to provide 
support and help teachers using the community building circles and collecting data on 
student engagement and/ or for the academic goal in math/literacy, using academic 
circles.  The hope is to continue this embedded PLC time in the 2018-2019 school year.  
 
c. Beyond funding for a Restorative Practice specific leadership position, how will the 
building staff actively support the implementation process? What specific and additional 
collaborative and supportive spaces will lead Restorative Practices in partnership with 
the RP leadership team?  
 

● Professional development - Ramsey will provide time, space, and energy to 
include purposeful and supportive professional development to our staff to 



ensure we are implementing the work with fidelity. This will likely take place 
during our staff meetings, our PD days, and other opportunities that may arise.  

● Support staff - Through the training, development, and continued support of our 
support staff (RP lead, BIPs, and paraprofessionals) we as a building will ensure 
that our staff are implementing all facets of RP. We believe our support staff 
spends a large portion of their day deep in conversations of support of our 
scholars and therefore they can carry a good amount of the RP work.  

● Library, Intervention offices, Admin offices - All of these spaces hold the unique 
potential to support the work of RP.  

○ Our library has become a living hub of what is best about Ramsey, and 
therefore it lends itself to the use of the space for RP. Additionally, our 
Librarian is much about restoring more than consequencing. Therefore, 
her space is a strong space for RP.  

○ Our Intervention offices and administration offices are also natural spaces 
where RP work can and should be done. By pushing into these offices, 
we change the reality of these spaces from one of consequences to one 
of support and restoration.  

● Partnerships with feeder schools - We believe we can connect with our feeder 
schools that are currently practicing RP, such as Maxfield. Our connection can 
foster understandings of implementation, vertical articulation, and shared 
resources (e.g., PD, time, personnel). We believe these partnerships can only 
strengthen our own work and further solidify the RP experience for our shared 
scholars.  

 
d. How will multiple stakeholders be engaged? Please specifically describe how you will 
include parents, community perspectives and youth voice. What outreach have you 
made to potential trainers, circle keepers and guides for this work?  
 

● Students: Ramsey’s student leaders in WEB, NJHS, Dare2BeReal and Student 
Council could participate in student leader restorative practices training.  This 
would be held in early October during a school day off campus (Macalester 
College or Immanuel Lutheran Church - both walking distance from Ramsey.) 
The RP coach and teacher leaders in this work would lead the training. 

 
● Parents: Our PTO and SCIT parent groups have always requested 

speakers/presentations from our staff at their meetings.  Our RP coach and 
teacher leaders would work with both groups to provide an overview and 
opportunities to practice circles at the meetings.  Our Parent Volunteer 
Orientation currently incorporates time dedicated to racial equity and the training 
could introduce a community circle, providing experiential learning that is 
reflected on during the orientation.  

 



● Community:  Ramsey is hosting its first IZI (Focus on technology) - Marnita’s 
Table Feast this February and if the event is a success an IZI could be held late 
fall or early spring with a broader community at an IZI.  An IZI around this topic 
would utilize student leaders, PTO/SCIT parents and staff.  

 
Section 4: Evaluation  
 
8. Collecting accurate data is an important part of this pilot initiative. Please 
specifically describe your school’s strengths and opportunities for growth as 
relates to:  
 
a. Consistently and accurately collecting ODR data  
 

● Our three IS (intervention specialists) are the ones who have the most interaction 
with our ODRs. It is the expectation that all ODRs are entered the day they are 
received, as well as resolutions. ODRs that make it to admin instead of IS are 
also expected to entered same day. We believe that consistent meetings with our 
IS regarding our practices and use of the ODR have allowed our building to stay 
on top of this process.  

● Our IS know that they do not change any of the information on the ODRs, even if 
they want to “rephrase” a statement. They are to enter the data as they receive it, 
so we can use it as a tool for reflection and growth with our staff and scholars.  

 
b. Collecting and using school climate data. 
 

● Student surveys: Student surveys are created, with assistance at times from the 
district, by our educators to gain student perspective on the building and its 
climate. In the event we became an RP school, we could ask that our educators 
create specific questions aimed at understanding student perspective of RP 
practices.  

● 5Essentials: Students and staff are asked each year for their perspective on the 
school climate. We as a building will begin to compare our years of data with RP 
with years of data without. Direct comparisons, although not perfect, will allow us 
to get a sense of the impact RP has in our building.  

● U of M partnership: Grade 6-8 educators have received hyper-focused PD 
through a partnership with the U of M Twin Cities. A part of this PD includes 
some focused training in RP. With this partnership there is also a student survey 
for our students to complete. Our thought is to gain permission to use this survey 
even when we no longer have the partnership and then use our new results to 
compare with our previous results. This again will provide another form of 
evaluation of our school climate before and after RP.  

● Project Trust: Project Trust is another partnership with the U of M Twin Cities that 
is all about parent and student voice. It gets at the heart of understanding the 



perspective of those receiving our education and the climate that education is 
received in. Our job can and will be to use pre- and post-RP data points from this 
survey to help us to further understand RP’s impact on our school climate.  

 
9. Describe your proposed evaluation plan.  
 
a. What indicators/benchmarks do you expect to see in Year 1? How will you collect the 
data? Consider both narrative and quantitative data. 
 

● Classroom implementation of community and content circles 
○ We will begin implementing RP practices in the 6th grade, allowing our 

RP lead as well as administration to push into 6th-grade classrooms to 
ensure that community and content circles are occuring on a regular 
basis. In regards to documentation, there will be an added area within our 
walkthrough to ensure that circles are being observed and that they are 
effective.  

○ Our RP lead will also be using their time to push into classrooms at the 
beginning of the year to help educators implement circles until they are 
comfortable with the process. As the year progresses our RP lead will be 
able to join spaces that are in circle as well as help facilitate circles that 
may pose as more challenging to navigate.  

● Repairing harm circles will take place more often than suspensions or other 
forms of discipline 

○ On a quarterly basis the administrative team along with the executive 
team will review the number of suspensions in a given quarter compared 
with the number of repairing harm circles that were ran. The goal would 
be that we would have more circles and fewer suspensions.  

● Student comfort with the process 
○ Our end goal is for scholars to feel comfortable with the implementation of 

RP. Our administrative team, along with our RP lead and some other 
members of the executive team will interview a number of 6th grade 
scholars to gain their understanding, comfort, and overall beliefs about 
RP practices. We hope that in these one-on-one interviews that we will 
see that our students are comfortable with the process throughout the 
building and that they see if positively impacting the culture of the 6th 
grade as a whole. 

● Deep understanding from the educators 
○ Through appropriate and consistent PD around RP provided by the RP 

lead and administration, we hope to see a growing and understanding of 
RP practices and a belief that they are effective in our building for our 
scholars. We can collect data from our staff through a formal survey as 
well as one-on-one surveys with our staff.  

 



b. What outcomes do you expect to see by the end of Year 3? How will you collect the 
data? Consider both narrative and quantitative data. How are the outcomes linked to the 
overall strategy/purpose you described in question 6.   
 

● Decrease in suspension rates, increase in circles 
○ Similarly to the answer above, we hope that our community will see the 

power of RP practices not only from a philosophical standpoint, but also 
as a way to keep students in the building and learning how to 
appropriately engage within their Ramsey community. Quarterly data 
would again be used to see the numbers of suspensions compared to the 
number of circles held to repair harm. Our goal would be that circles 
would be used much more often than suspensions.  

● Deep understanding and use of circles building wide 
○ Through professional development, classroom observations, and 

continued support from the administration, we want to see RP used 
consistently and appropriately throughout the building each and every 
day.  

■ Professional development will be provided by our RP lead, 
administrative team, and support from the district level. During our 
third year, feedback forms will be specifically written to ask for 
areas of misunderstanding or points of confusion to ensure that 
our PD is pointed in a way that only strengthens educator 
practices.  

■ Classroom observations: Although this is not an area on the SET, 
the administrative team will ensure that RP practices is something 
to be looked for in classrooms. Educators will receive feedback as 
to their level of implementation, paired with either praise for hard 
work or opportunities for PD when there are areas of growth. This 
area of growth and implementation will rely heavily on the admin 
team.  

■ Administrative support: Admin, with the support and partnership of 
the Executive Team, will ensure that RP is held as the main 
priority and focus of our work at Ramsey. We look to ensure that 
our conversations, observations, PD, and informal conversations 
continue to discuss and promote the work of the RP practices in 
our building. We will also make sure that our budget reflects a 
desire to further the understanding and implementation of RP by 
using our funds to provide intentional PD opportunities to all staff.  

● Students’ understanding that RP practices are a large part of the “Ramsey way”  
○ When students are asked, informally or formally, about their 

understanding of what happens at Ramsey, they will be able to articulate 
the use of RP in our building and the importance of the work for our 
students and the school’s community. We will use student surveys, as 



well as informal conversations to ensure that RP is indeed a part of the 
“Ramsey way.”  

● Implementation of circles building wide 
○ Through SETs, informal observations, building walkthroughs and pop-ups 

the administration, the RP lead, and members of the executive team will 
be on the lookout for consistent use of RP circles. We would be pointed in 
our documentation of the use so we can then provide appropriate PD and 
further support to all staff as needed.  

 
Section 5: Budget & Budget Justification  
 
10. Provide a detailed budget and describe how your budget will help you 
implement restorative practices and achieve your goals. How will you use the 
funds so that all the adults in the school learn restorative practices and use them? 
Expectations: Schools are welcome to allocate 5-10% of total budget request for 
evaluation, especially if that is an area for growth. School sites must allocate a 
percentage of their budget dollars for professional development for all staff. 
Please also describe whether additional building budget dollars will support 
implementation of RP.  Ramsey RP Budget 
 
Section 6: Summary  
 
11. Why should your school be selected as a restorative practices pilot site? You are 
encouraged to innovate your presentation and to actively include multiple voices and 
perspectives. 
 

● Our scholars deserve it 
○ We believe that our scholars are some of the best in 

the district. In order to best serve them we believe RP 
will increase their voice, will build a strong 
community, and ensure that our response is always 
focused on repairing and growing as a team.  

 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DsLXxxkv00jJyisF_O0qJLd2sIzlVHgRqKIOTXqsbGs/edit?usp=sharing


● Our community needs it 
○ Ramsey’s reputation has been that we are one of the “roughest” or “most 

challenging” buildings. We believe that by implementing RP, changing the 
way in which we engage with our students, and focusing on community 
building through RP that our image can only improve. We want our 
community to understand through transparency of our RP practices that 
we are about creating students who are happy in their current space and 
are prepared to be successful in future spaces.  

 

 
 
 
 

● Our teachers will thrive on it 
○ One of the greatest benefits of RP will 

be the hyper-focused professional 
development for staff will drive the work 
of all of our educators in the building. 
This provides a clear and concrete set 
of tools and expectations for our 
educators to use. With the professional 
development, support of the lead, and 
continued follow-up via walkthroughs 
and pop-ups, we will ensure as a school 
building that these practices are in place 
and that they are benefiting our 
teachers and our students.  

 






